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ABSTRACT
Analytics-as-a-service, or analytics job service, is emerging as a new paradigm for data analytics, be it in a cloud environment or within enterprises. In this setting, users are not required to manage or tune their hardware and software infrastructure, and they pay only for the processing resources consumed per job. However, the shared nature of these job services across several users and teams leads to significant overlaps in partial computations, i.e., parts of the processing are duplicated across multiple jobs, thus generating redundant costs. In this paper, we describe a computation reuse framework, coined CLOUDVIEWS, which we built to address the computation overlap problem in Microsoft’s SCOPE job service. We present a detailed analysis from our production workloads to motivate the computation overlap problem and the possible gains from computation reuse. The key aspects of our system are the following: (i) we reuse computations by creating materialized views over recurring workloads, i.e., periodically executing jobs that have the same script templates but process new data each time, (ii) we select the views to materialize using a feedback loop that reconciles the compile-time and run-time statistics and gathers precise measures of the utility and cost of each overlapping computation, and (iii) we create materialized views in an online fashion, without requiring an offline phase to materialize the overlapping computations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
There is a recent trend of offering analytics-as-a-service, also referred to simply as job service, by major cloud providers. Examples include Google’s BigQuery [15], Amazon’s Athena [3], and Microsoft’s Azure Data Lake [5]. Similar job services are employed for the internal needs of large enterprises [11, 49]. These services are motivated by the fact that setting up and running data analytics is a major hurdle for enterprises. Although platform as a service (PaaS), software as a service (SaaS), and more recently database as a service (DBaaS) [4, 6] have eased the pain of provisioning and scaling hardware and software infrastructures, users are still responsible for managing and tuning their servers. A job service mitigates this pain by offering server-less analytics capability that does not require users to provision and manage servers. Instead, the service provider takes care of managing and tuning a query engine that can scale instantly and on demand. Users can get started quickly using the familiar SQL interface and pay only for the processing used for each query, in contrast to paying for the entire provisioned server infrastructure irrespective of the compute resources actually used.

1.2 Problem
Given the above shift from provisioned resources to actually consumed resources, enterprises naturally do not want to duplicate their resource consumption and pay redundant costs. However, this is a major challenge in modern enterprise data analytics which consists of complex data pipelines written by several users, where parts of the computations end up running over and over again. Such computation overlap not only adds to the cost, but it is also really hard for the developers or even the administrators to detect these overlaps across different scripts and different users.

To illustrate the problem, consider SCOPE [11, 52], which is the equivalent of Azure Data Lake for internal data analytics at Microsoft. SCOPE is deployed over hundreds of thousands of machines, running hundreds of thousands of production analytic jobs per day.
that are written by thousands of developers, processing several exabytes of data per day, and involving several hundred petabytes of I/O. Almost 40% of the daily SCOPE jobs have computation overlap with one or more other jobs. Likewise, there are millions of overlapping subgraphs that appear at least twice. These overlaps are incurred by 70% of the total user entities (humans and machines) on these clusters. Figure 1 shows the cluster-wise computation overlap in five of our clusters. We can see that all clusters, except cluster 3, have more than 45% of their jobs overlapping. Likewise, more than 65% of users on all clusters end up having computation overlap in their jobs and the percentage of subgraphs appearing at least twice could be as high as 80%. While the ideal solution would be for the users to modularize their code and reuse the shared set of scripts and intermediate data, this is not possible in practice as users are distributed across teams, job functions, as well as geographic locations. Thus, we need an automatic cloud-scale approach to computation reuse in a job service.

1.3 Challenges

There is a rich literature for materializing views [19, 20, 22, 30, 33, 44, 46, 53] and for reusing intermediate output [10, 12, 18, 23, 36–38, 50]. However, there are a number of new challenges in building a computation reuse framework for the SCOPE job service.

First, enterprise data analytics often consists of recurring jobs over changing data. The SCOPE job service has more than 60% of the jobs in its key clusters as recurring [25]. With recurring jobs, scheduling and carefully materializing views over the new data is crucial, which was not an issue in traditional view selection. Incremental maintenance would not work because data might be completely new. SCOPE jobs are further packed in tight data pipelines, i.e., multiple jobs operate in a given time interval with strict completion deadlines. Tight data pipelines leave little room to analyze the recurring workload over the new data in each occurrence.

Second, we need a feedback loop to analyze the previously executed workload and detect overlapping computations. Given the large volume of overlaps, materializing all of them for reuse is simply not possible. Typical methods to select the interesting overlaps (or views) depend on the utility and cost of each overlap, i.e., the runtime savings and the storage cost of each overlap. Unfortunately, however, the optimizer estimates for utility and costs are often way off due to a variety of factors (unstructured data, inaccurate operator selectivities, presence of user code, etc.) [17, 29, 31]. Thus, the feedback loop needs to reconcile the logical query trees with the actual runtime statistics to get more precise measures of utility and cost of each overlap.

Third, a job service is always online and there is no offline phase available to create the materialized views, which is expected with traditional materialized views. Halting or delaying recurring jobs to create materialized views is not an option, as it carries the risk of not meeting the completion deadlines and affecting downstream data dependency. Thus, we need to create materialized views just in time and with minimal overheads. This is further challenging because multiple jobs can now compete to build views (build-build interaction), and they depend on each other for the availability of views (build-consume interaction).

Finally, we need an end-to-end system for computation reuse that has a number of requirements, including automatic reuse and transparency to the end users, that are inspired from our production environments.

1.4 Contributions

In this paper, we describe why and how we built an end-to-end system for automatically detecting and reusing overlapping computations in the SCOPE job service at Microsoft. Our goal is to allow users to write their jobs just as before, i.e., with zero changes to user scripts, and to automatically detect and reuse computations wherever possible. We focus on exact job subgraph matches, given that exact matches are plentiful and it makes the problem much simpler without getting into view containment complexities. Although we present our ideas and findings in the context of the SCOPE job service, we believe that they are equally applicable to other job services. Our core contributions are as follows.

First, we present a detailed analysis of the computation reuse opportunity in our production clusters to get a sense of the magnitude of the problem and the expected gains. Our analysis reveals that computation overlap is a major problem across almost all business units at Microsoft, with significant runtime improvements to be expected with relatively low storage costs. We also note that the overlaps often occur at shuffle boundaries, thereby suggesting that the physical design of the materialized view is important (Section 2).

Then, we discuss enabling computation reuse over recurring jobs. The key idea is to use a combination of normalized and precise hashes (called signatures) for computation subgraphs. The normalized signature matches computations across recurring instances, while the precise signature matches computations within a recurring instance. Together these two signatures enable us to analyze our workload once and reuse overlapping computations over and over again (Section 3).

We provide an overview of our CLOUDVIEWS system, an end-to-end system for computation reuse in a job service, along with our key requirements and the intuition behind our approach. The CLOUDVIEWS system consists of an offline CLOUDVIEWS analyzer and an online CLOUDVIEWS runtime. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to present an industrial strength computation reuse framework for big data analytics (Section 4).

We describe the CLOUDVIEWS analyzer for establishing a feedback loop to select the most interesting subgraphs to materialize and reuse. The CLOUDVIEWS analyzer captures the set of interesting computations to reuse based on their prior runs, plugs in custom view selection methods to select the view to materialize given a set of constraints, picks the physical design for the materialized views, and also determines the expiry of each of the materialized views. We further describe the admin interface to trigger the CLOUDVIEWS analyzer (Section 5).

We describe the CLOUDVIEWS runtime which handles our online setting for computation reuse. Key components of the runtime include a metadata service for fetching the metadata of computations relevant for reuse in a given job, an online view materialization mechanism as part of the job execution, a synchronization mechanism to avoid materializing the same view in parallel, making materialized views available early during runtime, automatic query rewriting using materialized views, and job coordination hints to maximize the computation reuse (Section 6).
We further analyze one of the largest business units, in terms of the number of jobs, in the above cluster. Figure 3 shows the overlapping computations from all VCs in this business unit. Note that business unit is a meaningful granularity because VCs within a business unit compose a data pipeline, with some VCs cooking the data (producers) and some VCs processing the downstream data (consumers).

Figures 3(a)–3(d) show the cumulative distributions of per-job, per-input, per-user, and per-VC overlaps. Surprisingly, we see that most of the jobs have 10s to 100s of subgraphs that overlap with one or more other jobs. This suggests that there are significant opportunities to improve the data pipelines in order to reduce the redundancy. Apart from reusing computations, one could also consider sharing computations in the first place. We make a similar observation from per-input overlap distribution, where we see that more than 90% of the inputs are consumed in the same subgraphs at least twice, 40% are consumed at least five times, and 25% are consumed at least ten times. In terms of users, we again see 10s to 100s of overlaps per user, with top 10% having more than 1500 overlaps. These heavy hitters could be consulted separately. Lastly, for VCs, we see at least three groups having similar number of overlaps. Overall, computation overlap is widespread across jobs, inputs, users, and VCs, and it needs to be addressed in a systematic manner.

2.3 Operator-wise Overlap

We now analyze the operator-wise overlap, i.e., the root operator of the overlapping computation subgraph. Figure 4(a) shows the operator distribution for the overlaps shown in Figure 3. We can see that sort and exchange (shuffle) constitute the top two most overlapping computations. This is interesting because these two are typically the most expensive operations as well and so it would make sense to reuse these. In contrast, the next three most overlapping operators, namely Range (scan), ComputeScalar, and RestrRemap (usually column remapping), are expected to be much cheaper to re-evaluate, since they are closer to the leaf-level in a query tree. Among other operators of interest, we see group-by aggregate, joins, and user defined functions (including process, reduce, and even extractors) having significant overlaps.

Figures 4(b)–4(d) show the cumulative overlap distribution for three of the operators, namely shuffle, filter, and user-defined processor. Even though we show the shuffle operator to be more overlapping, only a small fraction of the shuffles have high frequency. This changes for the filter operator, where the cumulative distribution grows more flat, meaning that more number of filters have higher frequency. Finally, for user defined operators in Figure 4(d), the curve is more flatter. This is because user defined operators are likely to be shared as libraries by several users and teams.

2.4 Impact of Overlap

In the previous section, we saw the computation overlaps in different clusters, VCs, and operators. We study the impact of these overlaps along several dimensions. Figures 5(a)–5(d) show the cumulative distributions of frequency, runtime, output size, and relative costs (i.e., view-to-query cost ratio) of the overlapping computations in one of our largest business units (same as from Section 2.2).

In terms of frequency, there are close to a million computations appearing at least twice, with tens of thousands appearing at least 10 times, few hundreds appearing at least 100 times, and some appearing at least 1000 times — all in one single day! The average

![Figure 2: Overlap in one of the largest SCOPE clusters](image-url)

Thereafter, we present an experimental evaluation of CLOUD-IEWS. We present the impact over production workloads at Microsoft, both in terms of latency and CPU hours. Our results show an average and overall latency improvement of 43% and 60% respectively, as well as an average and overall CPU hour improvement of 36% and 54% respectively. We further show evaluation over the TPC-DS benchmark. Our results show 79 out of the 99 TPC-DS queries having improvements with CLOUD-IEWS, with an overall runtime improvement of 17%. We also discuss the various overheads of CLOUD-IEWS, including the cost of workload analysis, the metadata lookup, and the impact on compiler runtime (Section 7).

Finally, we discuss the lessons learned from the CLOUD-IEWS project. (Section 8)
overlap frequency however is 4.2 (median 2, 75th percentile 3, 95th percentile 14, and 99th percentile 36). Thus, computation overlap frequencies are heavily skewed and we need to be careful in picking the views to materialize.

In contrast to the frequency, the runtime and the output size distributions have much less skew. Interestingly, 26% of the overlaps have runtime of 1s or less, indicating there are opportunities to prune many of the reuse candidates, while 99% of the overlaps have runtime below 1000s. In terms of output size, 35% of the overlaps have size below 0.1MB, which is good (in case they are useful) for storage space, and 99% have size below 1TB. Lastly, view-to-query cost ratio is an interesting metric to understand the relative importance of a view to a query. We note that 46% of the overlapping computations have view-to-query cost ratio of 0.01 (1%) or less. These overlaps will not result in significant savings in latency, although their cumulative resource consumption savings may still be of interest to the customer. Overall, this is again a highly skewed distribution with only 23% of the overlaps having a view-to-query cost ratio of more than 0.1, and just 4% having a ratio of more than 0.5.

3 REUSE OVER RECURRING WORKLOADS

Our goal is to materialize overlapping computations over recurring jobs in SCOPE, i.e., jobs that appear repeatedly (hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly), have template changes in each instance, and operate over new data each time. Prior works require the workload to be known a-priori in order to analyze the workload and select the views to materialize. However, with recurring jobs changing and running over new data in each instance, the exact workload is not available until the next recurring instance, e.g., the next hour. Running the workload analysis to select the views to materialize within the same recurring instance, before running the actual jobs, is simply not possible.

To handle recurring jobs, we collect a combination of two signatures for each subgraph computation: one which identifies the computation precisely and one which normalizes the precise signature by the recurring changes, e.g., data/time predicates, input names, etc. These signatures are created during compilation and they are similar to plan signatures or fingerprints in prior works [1].
However, we extended the precise signature to further include the input GUIDs, any user code, as well as any external libraries used for custom code. The normalized signature ensures that we capture a normalized computation that remains the same across different recurring instances. Figure 7 shows the use of these two signatures in our approach. We analyze any recurring instance from the workload history and select frequent computations (views) based on their precise signatures (Step 1), and collect their corresponding normalized signatures into our metadata service (Step 2). This analysis needs to be run periodically, only when there is a change in the workload, thereby removing the need to run workload analysis within each recurring instance. Later during runtime, we materialize subgraphs based on their normalized signatures (Step 3), but we also record the precise signature of each of the materialized view into the physical path of the materialized files (Step 4). The precise signatures are used to match future computations for reuse (Step 5), as well as for expiring a materialized view (Step 6).

In summary, the normalized signature identifies subgraphs across recurring instances (for materialization) while the precise signature matches subgraph within a recurring instance (for reuse). Together, they make computation reuse possible over recurring workloads.

4 CLOUDVIEWS OVERVIEW

In this section, we give a brief overview of the CLOUDVIEWS system. Our key goals derived from our engagement with product teams are as follows:

(1) Automatic: We need minimal manual intervention, since it is really hard for developers to coordinate and reuse overlapping computations amongst themselves. Thus, overlapping computations should be detected, materialized, reused, and evicted automatically.

(2) Transparent: With hundreds of thousands of jobs, it is simply not possible to make changes in user scripts or their libraries.

(3) Correct: Computation reuse should not introduce incorrect results, i.e., data corruption. This is especially challenging due to the presence of parameters, users code, and external libraries.

(4) Latency-sensitive: SCOPE users cannot afford to slow down their data pipelines and hence computation reuse should offer better or same performance. This requires accurate estimates on the cost/benefit of materialized views, and the optimizer should still be able to discard a view in case it turns out to be too expensive.

(5) Maximize reuse: The obvious goal is to do the computation reuse wherever possible. This is hard because overlapping jobs may arrive concurrently and so views materialized in one job may not end up being reused.

(6) Debuggability: SCOPE has a rich debuggability experience and computation reuse should preserve that. Specifically, customers (and operations team) should be able to replay the job, see which materialized views are created or used, trace the jobs which created any of the views, and even drill down into why a view was selected for materialization or reuse in the first place.
(7) Reporting: Finally, we need to report the impact of computation as well as with opportunistic resource allocation in SCOPE [8].

Traditional materialized view technologies typically have three components, an offline view selection component, an offline view building component, and an online view matching component. In our approach, we have two online components: a periodic workload analyzer to mine overlapping computations, and a runtime engine to materialize and reuse those computations.

Figure 6 shows the high-level architecture of CLOUDVIEWS. The left side shows the periodic workload analyzer that is used to analyze the SCOPE workload repository. Admins can choose to include or exclude different VCs for analysis. The output of this analysis is a set of annotations telling future jobs the subgraph computations that must be materialized and reused. The right side of Figure 6 shows the runtime component of CLOUDVIEWS. Here, each incoming job can be processed in one of three ways: (i) exactly same as before in case none of the job subgraphs are materialized or are deemed to be too expensive by the optimizer, (ii) modified job graph that reads from a materialized view (i.e., there is a matching subgraph annotation and it is materialized) and reading from the materialized view is considered more efficient than recomputing it by the optimizer, and (iii) modified job graph that spoils and materializes the output of a subgraph (i.e., there is a matching subgraph annotation but it is not materialized). While the analyzer part of CLOUDVIEWS could be triggered explicitly by the user or scheduled as another recurring job, the runtime part is triggered by providing a command line flag during job submission. The job scripts of the end users remain unchanged.

5 CLOUDVIEWS ANALYZER

In this section, we describe the analyzer component of CLOUDVIEWS. The key features of this component include: (i) providing feedback loop for runtime statistics, (ii) picking the physical design for the selected views to materialize, (iii) determining the expiry of a materialized view, and (iv) providing a user interface to tune and visualize the workload analysis. We describe each of these below.

5.1 The Feedback Loop

Picking the right set of views to materialize is a hard problem. State-of-the-art approaches rely on what-if optimization to estimate the expected improvements if the view were to be materialized [2]. Unfortunately, the optimizer cost estimates are often way off due to the presence of complex DAGs and user code. The problem becomes even more severe in a distributed cloud setting where virtual hardware and scheduling issues make it even harder to model the actual gains in terms of job latencies. As a result, the actual improvements from a materialized view may be much lower while its actual materialization costs may be much higher than the estimated ones. Thus, we need higher confidence on which views to materialize and do not want to materialize a view which later ends up not being used, thereby wasting customer money in a job service. This gets further challenging with dynamic resource allocation within a job graph as well as with opportunistic resource allocation in SCOPE [8].

We handle the above issues by providing a feedback loop that reconciles compile-time estimates with run-time statistics, as depicted in Figure 8. Our feedback mechanism goes beyond learning from the same query, as in LEO [45], and considers arbitrary fine-grained commonalities across multiple jobs. We do this by enumerating all possible subgraphs of all jobs seen within a time window in the past, e.g., a day or a week, and finding the common subgraphs across them. Though this is more restricted than considering generalized views2, the subgraphs considered have actually been used in the past (likely to be also used in the future) and there are runtime statistics available from those previous runs (can cost them more accurately).

In order to use the runtime statistics from the previous runs, we connect the job data flow (one which actually gets executed on a cluster of machines) back to the job query graph (the tree representation of the input user query). We do this by linking the operators executed at every stage in the data flow to operators in the query graph. Then, for every query subgraph, we extract corresponding runtime statistics from the data flow. These include latency (time taken to execute the subgraph), cardinality (number of output rows in the subgraph), data size (in bytes), and resource consumption (CPU, memory, parallelism, IO, etc.). In cases where several operators are pipelined in a data flow, we attribute runtime statistics such as resource consumption to individual operators, e.g., by sub-dividing the total resource consumption of all pipelined operators based on the exclusive runtime of each operator in the pipeline.

Our feedback loop has several key benefits. First, there is an inevitable duplication of analysis in user scripts, due to common data preparation needed in multiple analyses or simply due to the fact that developers often start from someone else’s script before adding their own logic. With the feedback loop in our job service, users do not have to worry about de-duplicating their scripts; the system takes care of doing it automatically at runtime. Second, the runtime statistics provide more predictable measures of view materialization costs and benefits, thereby giving the customer a better idea of how much he will pay and how much he will save with this feature. Third, the feedback loop makes it more likely that the selected (and materialized) subgraphs will actually end up being used in future jobs, in contrast to picking materialized views based on cost estimates and later finding them not useful if the estimates turn out to be incorrect. Fourth, our feedback loop considers job subgraphs without considering merging two or more subgraphs, as in more general view selection. This ensures that materializing a view never requires additional computation (and hence additional money) than that would anyways be done by a job using that view. And finally, the runtime statistics observed from the subgraphs of one job get shared across all future queries having any of those subgraphs. In fact, for any new job that comes in, the system may already know

2 Queries Q1 and Q2 reading attributes (A, B) and (A, C), respectively, would generate a view (A, B, C) as candidate, even though it is neither a subgraph of Q1 nor of Q2.
Although storage is cheap, the storage space used by materialized views typically is not paid much attention, i.e., views and their materialized physical design are typically not selected at the same time. However, we observed that materialized views with poor physical design end up not being used because the computation savings get over-shadowed by any additional reparationiting or sorting that the system needs to do. This happens because with massively large datasets and massively parallel processing in SCOPE, reparationiting and sorting are often the slowest steps in the job execution.

CLOUDVIEWS, therefore, pays close attention to view physical design. To do so, we extract the output physical properties (partitioning type, partitioning columns, number of partitions, sort columns, sort direction) of each of the subgraph while enumerating them. The output physical properties are good hints for view physical design as they are expected by subsequent operators in the job graph. In case of no explicit physical properties at the subgraph root, we infer them from the children, i.e., we traverse down until we hit one or more physical properties. Depending on how an overlapping subgraph is used in different jobs, there may be multiple sets of physical properties for the same subgraph. The default strategy is to pick the most popular set. However, in case of no clear choice, we treat multiple physical designs (of the same view) as different views and feed them to the view selection routine.

### 5.4 Expiry and Purging

Although storage is cheap, the storage space used by materialized views still needs to be reclaimed periodically. A simple heuristic is to remove all views from the previous recurring instance. However, discussions with our customers revealed that output of hourly jobs could also be used in weekly jobs or monthly jobs. Therefore, removing views after each hour/day could be wasteful. A better option is to track the lineage of the inputs of the view, i.e., for each of the view input, check the longest duration that it gets used by any of the recurring jobs. The maximum of all such durations gives a good estimate of the view expiry. Apart from using standard SCOPE scripts, this type of lineage tracking could also be facilitated using provenance tools such as Grok [43] and Guider [35], or Good’s [21].

The view expiry thus obtained is encoded into the physical files, and our Storage Manager takes care of purging the file once it expires.

Cluster admins could also reclaim a given storage space by running the same view selection routines as described in Section 5.2 but replacing the max objective function with a min, i.e., picking the views with minimum utility. In the worst case, the materialized view files can be simply erased from the cluster. Both of the above operators, however, require cleaning the views from the metadata service first before deleting any of the physical files (to ensure that jobs consuming any of those inputs do not fail).

### 5.5 User Interfaces

CLOUDVIEWS provides a few ways to interact with the workload analyzer. First, there is a command line interface to run the analyzer over user specific cluster, VCs and time ranges. Users can also provide their custom constraints, e.g., storage costs, latency, CPU hours, or frequency, to filter down the overlapping computations. Then, there is a Power BI [39] dashboard to look at various summaries from computation overlap analysis, as well as drill down into the top-100 most overlapping computations in more detail. Together, the goal is to help users understand the computation overlap in their workloads and to tailor computation reuse for their needs.

### 6 CLOUDVIEWS RUNTIME

In this section, we describe the various components that make computation reuse possible during query processing. We collectively refer to them as the CLOUDVIEWS runtime, which consists of: (i) a metadata service to query the relevant overlaps in each incoming job, (ii) an online view materialization capability to materialize views as part of query processing, (iii) a synchronization mechanism to prevent concurrent jobs materializing the same view, (iv) an early materialization technique to publish a materialized view even before the job producing it completes, (v) automatic query rewriting to use materialized views wherever possible, and (vi) hints to the job scheduler in order to maximize the computation reuse.

#### 6.1 Metadata Service

The goal of the metadata service is to provide the lookup for overlapping computations and to coordinate the materialization and reuse of those computations. Recall that we have an online setting, i.e., data batches and jobs arrive continuously, and hence view materialization and reuse is a dynamic activity. Therefore, instead of simply looking up the views in the compiler, multiple SCOPE components interact with the metadata service at runtime, as illustrated in Figure 9.

First, the compiler asks the metadata service for overlapping computations (views) for a given job J (Step 1). The naive approach would be for the compiler to lookup each subgraph individually to check whether or not this is an overlapping computation. However, the number of lookup requests can explode since SCOPE job graphs can be quite large, thereby leading to higher compilation overhead.
as well as higher throughput requirements from the metadata service. Instead, we make one request per-job and fetch all overlaps that could be relevant for that job. This is done by creating an inverted index as follows. For each overlapping computation instance, we extract tags from its corresponding job metadata. We normalize the tags for recurring jobs and create an inverted index on the tags to point to the corresponding normalized signatures. The metadata service returns the list of normalized signatures relevant to J to the compiler (Step 2). The signatures returned by the metadata service may contain false positives, and the optimizer still needs to match them with the actual signatures in the query tree.

Second, when the optimizer tries to materialize an overlapping computation, it proposes the materialization to the metadata service (Step 3). The metadata service tries to create an exclusive lock to materialize this view. Due to large number of concurrently running jobs, the same view could be already materialized by another job, i.e., the lock already exists. In this case, the service returns a failure message, otherwise, it returns success (Step 4). Note that we mine the average runtime of the view subgraph from the past occurrences, and use that to set the expiry of the exclusive lock. Once the exclusive lock expires, and if the view is still not materialized, another job could try to create the same materialized view. This gives us a fault-tolerant behavior for view materialization.

Finally, the job manager reports the successful materialization of a view to the metadata service (Step 5) and the service acknowledges the lock release (Step 6). The metadata service now makes the materialized view available for other jobs to reuse, i.e., it may appear the next time the compiler asks for relevant views for a job (Step 1).

We deployed our metadata service using AzureSQL as the back-end store. The metadata service periodically polls for the output of CloudViews analyzer and loads the set of selected overlapping computations whenever new analysis is available. We purge expired computations at regular intervals.

### 6.2 Online Materialization

Traditional materialized views require an offline process where the database administrator is responsible to first create all relevant materialized views, i.e., the preprocessing step, before the database becomes available for running the query workload. This is not possible with recurring jobs which run in tight data pipelines with strict completion deadlines, where there is little room to do the preprocessing for creating the materialized views. Preprocessing blocks the recurring jobs, thereby causing them to miss their completion deadlines. Recurring jobs also have data dependency between them, i.e.,

Figure 9: CloudViews metadata service interactions with different SCOPE components.

Figure 10: Illustrating online materialization and query rewriting mechanisms in the SCOPE query optimizer.
would ever be used. Third, we do not need to coordinate between the query which materializes the view (as part of its execution), and the queries which reuse that materialized view; in case of multiple queries arriving at the same time, the one which finishes first materializes the view. Fourth, in case there is a change in query workload starting from a given recurring instance, then the view materialization based on the previous workload analysis stops automatically as the signatures do not match anymore. This avoids paying for and consuming resources for redundant views that are not going to be used after all. This also indicates that it is time to rerun the workload analysis. Finally, our approach does not affect any of the user infrastructure in their analytics stack. This means that the user scripts, data pipelines, query submission, job scheduling, all remain intact as before.

For traditional users with enough room for upfront view materialization, e.g., weekly analytics, CLOUDVIEWS still provides an offline view materialization mode. In this mode, the optimizer extracts the matching overlapping computation subgraph while excluding any remaining operation in the job. The resulting plan materializes only the views and could be executed offline, i.e., before running the actual workload. The offline mode can be configured at the VC level in the metadata service, and later the annotations passed to the optimizer are marked either online or offline depending on the metadata service configuration.

6.3 Query Rewriting

To rewrite queries using materialized views, we added an additional task in the Volcano style plan search [16]. This additional task, as shown in the upper half of Figure 10, matches the normalized signatures retrieved from the metadata service with the normalized signatures of each of the query subgraphs in a top-down fashion, i.e., we match the largest materialized views first. In case of a match, the optimizer matches the precise signature as well. Only if the precise signature matches then the materialized view could be reused. In such a scenario, the optimizer adds an alternate subexpression plan which reads from the materialized view. We do not limit the number of materialized views that could be used to answer a query. Once all applicable materialized views have been added as alternate subexpressions, the optimizer picks the best plan based on the cost estimates, i.e., one or more materialized views may end up not being used if their read costs are too high. The plan that reads from the materialized view also loads the actual statistics (for that sub-computation) and propagates those statistics up the query tree. This gives more confidence in deciding whether the plan using the materialized view is actually a good one or not. Overall, we provide fully automatic query rewriting using views, with zero changes to user scripts.

6.4 Synchronization

We have two goals in terms of synchronization: (i) build-build synchronization, i.e., not having multiple jobs materialize the same view, and (ii) build-use synchronization, i.e., reuse a computation as soon as it is materialized. We handle the build-build synchronization by trying to reuse computations before trying to materialize them, as described in Section 6.2. For concurrent jobs, we also create exclusive locks via the metadata service, as described in Section 6.1. Given that the service is backed by AzureSQL, it provides consistent locking, and only a single job can actually materialize a view at a time. To handle the build-use synchronization, we modified the SCOPE job manager to publish the materialized view as soon as it is available. This means that the materialized view output is available even before the job that produces it finishes. We refer to this as early materialization. Early materialization is a semantic change as it breaks the atomicity of SCOPE jobs, however, it is very useful because the views could be a much smaller subgraph of the overall job graph. Furthermore, the materialized view is not a user output, but is rather treated as a system output, and therefore we do not affect the user contract. Finally, early materialization also helps in case of jobs failures, since the job can restart from the materialized view now, i.e., early materialization acts as a checkpoint.

6.5 Job Coordination

The perfect scenario for computation reuse is when one of the jobs with overlapping computation is scheduled before others, so that the view could be computed exactly once and reused by all others. However, in reality, multiple jobs containing the same overlapping computation could be scheduled concurrently. In this case, they will recompute the same subgraph and even attempt to materialize it (though only one will prevail). We mitigate this problem by reordering recurring jobs in the client job submission systems. To do this, in addition to selecting the interesting computations to materialize, the CLOUDVIEWS analyzer also provides the submission order of the recurring jobs, that contain those computations, which will give the maximum benefit. We do this by grouping jobs having the same number of overlaps (job with multiple computations can appear in multiple groups), and picking the shortest job in terms of runtime, or least overlapping job in case of a tie, from each group. The deduplicated list of above jobs will create the materialized views that could be used by all others, and so we propose to run them first (ordered by their runtime and breaking ties using the number of overlaps). Such an ordering can be enforced using the SCOPE client-side job submission tools. Future work will look into how view-awareness could be handled centrally by the job scheduler itself.

7 EVALUATION

In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of CLOUDVIEWS. We break down our evaluation into three parts, answering each of the following questions: (i) what is the impact on performance over production jobs at Microsoft? (ii) what is the impact on traditional TPC-DS benchmark? and (iii) what are the overheads involved in CLOUDVIEWS? Below we address each of these.

7.1 Impact on Production Jobs

We first present performance evaluation results from our production clusters. Given the capacity constraints and costs involved in running experiments on these clusters, we carefully picked a small set of job workload for our evaluation, as described below.

Workload. We ran CLOUDVIEWS analyzer over one day worth of jobs from one of the largest business units at Microsoft. We narrowed down the overlapping computations to those appearing at least thrice.

There are multiple client-side tools developed and maintained by different business units at Microsoft to create workflows on top of our job service.
whose cost is at least 20% of the overall job cost, and considering at most one overlapping computation per job. From the resulting set of overlapping computations, we picked the top-3 computations (views) based on their total utility, i.e., frequency times the average runtime of the overlapping computations. For each of these computations, we looked up the jobs relevant to those computations to construct our workload, consisting of a total of 32 jobs — 16, 12, and 4 jobs respectively for the three overlapping computations.

**Setup.** We ran the above jobs in a pre-production environment and over production data, but with output redirection as described in [1]. For each view, we ran the relevant jobs in a sequence, in the same order as they arrived in the past workload. The first job in the sequence materializes the overlapping computation, while the remaining jobs reuse it. We executed each job twice, once with and once without CLOUDVIEWS enabled. In order to make the two runs comparable, we used the same number of machine instances and disabled opportunistic scheduling [8]. We also validated the outputs of the two runs to ensure that there is no data corruption.

**Results.** Figure 11 shows the end-to-end job latency. While there is latency improvement in all but three jobs that create the materialized view, the actual improvements vary (maximum of 91% speedup and 48% slowdown, and average speedup of 43%). This is due to a number of factors, including: (i) materialized view read costs could be significant and variable based on the parallelism used at runtime, (ii) accurate estimates are propagated only in the subexpression that uses a view and the estimates are still way off in other cases (often over-estimated to avoid failures in big data systems), (iii) there could be additional partitioning or sorting applied by the optimizer to satisfy the required physical properties of the parent subexpressions (very hard to get the best view physical design for every query), and (iv) latency improvements depend on the degree to which the overlap is on the critical path. Still, the overall workload sees a total latency improvement of 60% and even though we evaluated some of the most overlapping jobs for this particular customer, it demonstrates the effectiveness of CLOUDVIEWS in speeding up analytical jobs in our job service.

Figure 12 shows the resource consumption in terms of the total CPU-hours for each of the jobs in our workload. Similar to latency, CPU-hour improvements are also variable (maximum of 95% speedup, minimum of 230% slowdown, and average speedup of 36%). In particular, increased parallelism to read and write the materialized view, which could be often large, affects the overall resource consumption. Overall, however, there is a 54% drop in CPU time for the entire workload. Again, this is quite significant for reducing operational costs in our clusters.

### 7.2 TPC-DS Experiments

We now present results from TPC-DS benchmark [48]. Even though TPC-DS does not really model the recurring workloads with producer/consumer behavior that we have in SCOPE, it is still helpful to evaluate our system on a more widely used benchmark.

**Workload.** We generated 17B of TPC-DS dataset and considered all of the 99 queries in the benchmark. We ran all TPC-DS queries once without using CLOUDVIEWS. Then, we ran the CLOUDVIEWS analyzer to detect and select top-10 overlapping computations, similar to what was described in Section 7.1. Note that this is a very conservative selection of overlapping computations, and much higher gains could be realized by using more sophisticated view selection methods proposed in the literature [33].

**Setup.** We ran the above workload in a test environment using the CLOUDVIEWS runtime. We use our job coordination hints to run one of the jobs containing an overlap first (to create the materialized view) and the other jobs containing the same overlap after that (to use the materialized view). We ran each query with 100 machine instances and disabled opportunistic scheduling [8] in order to make the performance comparable.

**Results.** Figure 13 shows the runtime improvements with CLOUDVIEWS in each of the TPC-DS queries. We can see that even with our conservative selection of overlapping computations, most of the queries (79 out of 99) see an improvement in performance. Both the peak improvement as well as the peak slowdown is close to 62%. Overall, the average runtime improves by 12.5%, while the total workload runtime improves by 17%. These would translate to significant cost savings in a job service where users pay for the resources used, which is proportional to the runtime, per query.

### 7.3 Overheads

Finally, we discuss some of the overheads associated with CLOUDVIEWS. First, we have an overhead of running the CLOUDVIEWS analyzer. A typical run to analyze all jobs (several tens of thousands) in a cluster takes a couple of hours. However, since we analyze the recurring templates, we only need to analyze once in a while when there are changes in workload. We detect changes in workload by monitoring changes in the number of materialized views created over time.
Then, there is compile time overhead to lookup the metadata service and to do additional work during query optimization. We measured the latency added due to metadata service lookup and it turned out to be 19ms on average with a single thread and 14.3ms on average when using 5 threads in the metadata service. This is reasonable given that the overall compilation time for TPC-DS queries was in the range of 1-2 minutes. Likewise, we measured the query optimization overhead with CLOUDVIEWS over TPC-DS queries. Interestingly, while the optimization time increased by 28% on average when creating a materialized view, the optimization time decreased by 17% on average when using the view. This is because the query tree becomes smaller when using the view and so any follow-up optimizations become faster.

8 LESSONS LEARNED

In this section, we outline experiences from deploying CLOUDVIEWS to our production clusters. The CLOUDVIEWS analyzer is available as an offline tool for VC admins, while the CLOUDVIEWS runtime ships with the most recent SCOPE release. The technology is currently in preview and available to our customers in an opt-in mode, i.e., each VC admin can enable CLOUDVIEWS either for the entire VC or for certain jobs in that VC. Eventually, the goal is to make CLOUDVIEWS opt-out, i.e., overlapping computations are reused wherever possible, but customers can explicitly turn it off in special cases, e.g., SLA sensitive jobs. Below we summarize the key lessons learned from the CLOUDVIEWS project.

Discovering hidden redundancies. Data analytics jobs have hidden redundancies across users (or sometimes even for the same user), and it is really hard to detect and mitigate these redundancies manually at scale. Most of the customers we talked to already expected to have computation overlaps in their workloads, and it was interesting for them to see the exact jobs and the overlapping computations present in them. While some of the customers were willing to take the pain of manually modifying their scripts to prevent overlaps, most preferred to use our automatic reuse approach instead.

Improving data sharing across VCs. SCOPE workloads are typically organized as data pipelines, with dependencies across VCs that are fulfilled via explicit data materialization. With CLOUDVIEWS, we could help customers detect the most efficient of these materializations, better than those from the manual best effort and that could speedup downstream processing. This is an interesting side-effect of CLOUDVIEWS and would be a subject for future work.

Extracting static computations. In many cases, we saw that there were overlapping computations even across multiple recurring instances of the same job, i.e., even with different inputs. This was because portions of the job were unchanged across multiple instances, i.e., the inputs to those portions were still the same while other portions of the job had different inputs. CLOUDVIEWS was therefore effective in detecting such static computations across multiple job instances.

Reusing existing outputs. In several other cases, a subgraph rooted at an output operator was common across jobs. This means that multiple jobs were producing the same output without ever realizing it. CLOUDVIEWS was helpful to consolidate such redundant outputs by materializing the common computation once and reusing it wherever possible; we separately asked the owners of those jobs to remove the redundant output statements in their jobs.

Discarding redundant jobs. In multiple cases, entire jobs were detected as overlapping. This was because of two reasons: (i) given that jobs are recurring, some of the jobs end up scheduled more frequently than the new data arrival, and (ii) there were rare cases of plain redundancy where multiple users unknowingly submit the same job. CLOUDVIEWS helped in detecting such redundancies.

Utility of view physical design. Our workloads had explicit data dependencies across jobs, but the users had little idea on how to set the physical designs of the output from one job that needs to be consumed by another job. With CLOUDVIEWS, we not only capture many of these dependencies across jobs, but also pick the best physical designs for those dependency outputs.

Better reliability. By materializing the shared computations across jobs, CLOUDVIEWS not only provides better performance, but it also reduces the failure rates as fewer tasks are scheduled in subsequent jobs hitting the same overlapping computation. Thus, view materialization acts as a checkpoint providing better reliability. This is further useful when the first job that hits an overlapping computation fails, since the overlapping portion may be already materialized due to early materialization in CLOUDVIEWS runtime.

Better cost estimates. As mentioned before, view materialization improves the cost estimates since we can collect exact statistics from the materialized output. Given that we materialize computations that are frequent as well as expensive, better estimates over those computations are even more significant.
User expectations. It was important to manage the user expectations in CLOUDVIEWS project. This includes VC admin expectations to see the cost of overlaps in their workload and expected gains with CLOUDVIEWS, end-user expectations to know whats going on in their job and reacting accordingly, and the operational support team expectations to be able to reproduce and debug the jobs submitted with CLOUDVIEWS enabled.

Updates & privacy regulations. Finally, any updates in the input data results in a different precise signature, thus automatically invaliding any older materialized view for reuse. This is crucial for privacy reasons when the customers explicitly request to stop using their personal data, as provisioned in the new EU GDPR [13].

9 RELATED WORK

Traditional materialized views. Selecting views to materialize has been a long standing topic of research in databases. Given a set of queries, view selection deals with the problem of selecting a set of views to materialize to minimize some cost function (such as query evaluation and/or view maintenance cost) under some constraints (e.g., space budget) [33]. Several approaches have been proposed, especially in the context of data warehouses [19, 46] and data cubes [22]. These include modeling the problem as a state optimization problem and using search algorithm to find the most appropriate view set [46], using AND/OR to model the alternatives in a single DAG [19], or using a lattice to model data cube operations [22]. MQO [42] is similar to view selection, with the difference that views are typically only transiently materialized for the execution of a given query set. [41] describes how to incorporate MQO with a Volcano-style optimizer. It uses an AND/OR DAG and proposes heuristic algorithms for choosing intermediate results to materialize (with no space budget). Recycling intermediate results has also been proposed in the context of MonetDB [23] and pipelined query evaluation [36].

Views are more generic than subexpressions, as they can consider computation that does not appear in the logical query plan. This increases the space of possible solutions, and complicates query containment and answering queries using views [20]. Subexpression selection has also been considered in SQL Server [53]. Other related works have looked at common subexpressions within the same job script [44].

All of the above works have focussed on traditional databases with few tens to hundreds of queries. In contrast, the SCOPE job service processes tens of thousands of jobs per cluster per day. Thus, scalability is a major concern in our setting. In this paper, we described a system that can create and reuse materialized views at our scale. In a companion work, we looked at scalable view selection for our workload size [24].

Computation reuse in big data platforms. Reusing computation has received particular attention in big data platforms, since (i) there is a lot of recurring computation, (ii) optimization time is relatively short compared to the execution time of the jobs, and (iii) performance and resource benefits can be significant. ReStore [12], for instance, considers the caching of map-reduce job outputs, given a space budget. Others have looked at history-aware query optimization with materialized intermediate views [38] and at allocating the cache fairly amongst multiple cloud tenants [28]. Still others have looked at multi-query optimization in the context of map-reduce [37, 50]. PigReuse [10] addresses MQO for Pig scripts. It creates an AND/OR graph using the nested algebra representation of the Pig jobs, and then uses an ILP solver to select the least costly plan that can answer all queries. Most of these works consider sharing opportunities only for map and reduce operators, and hence their applicability is limited. Nectar [18] considers caching intermediate result in a more generalized DAG of operators. It uses heuristics, based on lookup frequency and the runtime/size of the intermediate results, to decide on the cache insertion. Still, an intermediate result is typically the output of an operator pipeline (i.e., consisting of multiple operators), without considering the outputs of all possible subexpressions. Finally, Kodiak [30] applies the traditional database approach of selecting and materializing views, while ensuring that queries meet their SLA and the total view storage is within a budget.

Our approach is different from the above works, since we consider computation reuse over recurring jobs in a job service that is always online, i.e., there is no offline phase for view creation. Furthermore, our end-to-end system includes establishing a feedback loop to ensure that computation reuse is actually effective.

Recurring and progressive query optimization. Both recurring and progressive optimization focus on the problem of inaccurate or missing statistics in query optimization, and not on reusing common subexpressions across jobs. In particular, recurring optimization (such as DB2’s LEO [45] and more recently Scope’s RoPE [1]) collects actual statistics of query subexpressions at runtime, and uses them in future executions of the same subexpression to improve statistics, and hence the quality of the optimized plan. Progressive optimization has been studied both in the traditional query optimization setting [7, 26, 34], and for big data clusters [9, 27]. These systems observe statistics at runtime and can change the query plan mid-flight in case the observed statistics are significantly different from the estimated ones. We borrow the concept of signatures from [9] to efficiently identify common subgraphs across jobs.

Shared workload optimization. A lot of works have looked at building a common query plan for a set of queries to share operators, such as scans [40, 54] or joins [32]. A global optimization approach to find the overall best shared plan is presented in [14]. Work sharing has also been explored in big data systems. Examples include scan sharing in MapReduce [37], Hive [47] and Pig [51]. Unlike such approaches, we opted to keep each job separate: operator sharing in pay-as-you-go job services makes billing and accounting tedious, while it introduces artificial dependencies between jobs, which become even worse in the case of failures.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a case for computation reuse in an analytics job service. We motivated the problem via a detailed analysis from production SCOPE workloads at Microsoft, and described the CLOUDVIEWS system for automatically reusing overlapping computations in SCOPE. The CLOUDVIEWS system addresses several novel challenges including recurring workloads, establishing a feedback loop, and an online setting. Overall, computation overlap is a problem across almost all business units at Microsoft and CLOUDVIEWS can automatically reuse computations wherever possible, resulting in significant potential cost savings.